


Fruit and Vegetable Carving 

FP2 - Papaya Carving Fruit 
Platter
£125 each

FP3 - Cantaloup Melon Carving 
Fruit Platter
£125 each

FP1 - Watermelon/pumpkin 
Carving - Portrait
£100 each



Fruit and Vegetable Carving Platter

FP4 - Cantaloup Melon  carving 
centrepiece
£125 each

FP5 - Pineapple carving Fruit Platter
£75 each



Fruit and Vegetable Carving Hamper

WC1 - £150
Watermelon x1, mini papaya x1 & 
cantaloup melon x1 carving with other 
garnishing.

WC2 - £150
Watermelon x1, galia melon x1, carrot 
roses x4, carrots leaves x 5, radish rose x 
5, and carving with other garnishing and 
green foliage



Fruit and Vegetable Carving Hamper

FC5 - £75
Papaya carving, mango carving, 
Turnip carving, Dragon fruit 
carving

WC3 - £150
Watermelon carving, papaya 
carving, Cantaloup carving, 
other carvings and garnishing.



Fruit and Vegetable Carving

PC7 - Peacock Carving - £250
Includes green foliage and rose carvings

WC8 - Watermelon & Papaya Carving Hamper
£200

Paan Thaals  (Swan Design)-  Small £45 - Medium £55 Large £65
Individual Watermelon from £75 each
Delivery with West and Central London £45 - £50 



Half day: (up to 3 hours) £350

Full day: (up to 4-7 hours) £500

The fees above are for Nasima’s time at location Including the following: 
- Carving of fruits and vegetable as agreed with client
- Carving knives and tools, stands and accessories
- Includes all the fruits & Vegetables

Client’s Responsibility:
- Client to provide clean space to work on: table and chair. 
- Rubbish disposal facility
- Car Parking Space (if necessary)

 
* Above subject to change in accordance to any change in the client’s brief.

Artist Fee - NASIMA KHATUN - For Demo and Workshops



 

You = Benish & Imraan.
All Fruit Displays made by Fruitima are subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. The Quote: The Client will receive a quote for all items discussed. The quote shows all costs for the fruit display. Each package is individually 
calculated to provide the most accurate quote based on the display content and the skilled time element involved in making each design.

2. Set-up Time: Fruitima require at least 1 hour for setting up time for table displays. This ensures that there is an appropriate amount of time to 
arrange the display before guests arrive. Where a delivery option has been chosen by the client, it is the client's responsibility to collect the fruit 
hamper/platter from the driver.

3. All our ingredients are fresh and of the highest quality. Fruits must be consumed within 8 hours of delivery to enjoy its freshness.
4. The fruits are prepared in premises in which nuts are used, every effort is taken to keep ingredients separate. 
5. Design, colour and shape of the fruit display may slightly vary due to external factors. The size and shape of fruits may vary due to 

seasonal variations.

PAYMENT & DEPOSIT: 
6. Full payment required upon presentation of an invoice.

CANCELLATION: Cancellations can only be accepted 2 months prior to the event, however, a 10% surcharge will be applicable.

7. COMPLAINTS: We try our utmost best to provide our clients with the high quality products and services. Should a situation arise where you 
are not happy with any aspect of our service then please hand in a written complaint and all issues will be dealt in a professional manner.

Terms and Condition


